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Truly Tackless Tack Strip is typically installed at the thresholds or tile 
transitions determined by the client. 

1. Cut the 1-in x 48-in x 1/8-in plastic strip with adhesively attached Hook strip to 
length. Save remnants for future installations. 

2. Attach Hook strip to concrete flooring using either application:

a. Nail Hook strip with Hook facing up, every 6-in 

i. If concrete deck is solid, use Bright Fluted 3/4-in Masonry nails.

ii. if surface has a soft top coating or does not hold, use 1-in Bright 
Fluted Masonry nails

b. Apply PAMTite UX 8012 Hot Melt Adhesive to back of Hook strip and press 
firmly to concrete surface. Wait approximately 1-minute or until glue is 
hardened before stretching carpet onto Hook surface on Tackless Tack 
Strip.

3. Cut the 2-in Loop material to length

4. Mark the appropriate location for 2-in Loop material on the back of the carpet. 

5.  Attach 2-in Loop strip to carpet back surface using either application:

a. Liberally apply Loctite 1942 s glue stick

i. As the glue melts, make a tight “S” pattern and push the Loop strip 
down onto the back of the carpet surface as the glue is applied. 

ii. Wait approximately 1-minute or until glue is hardened before 
stretching carpet onto Hook surface on Tackless Tack Strip.

b. Liberally apply PAMTite UX 8012 Hot Melt Adhesive

i. As the glue melts, make a tight “S” pattern and push the Loop strip 
down onto the back of the carpet surface as the glue is applied. 

ii. Wait approximately 1-minute or until glue is hardened before 
stretching carpet onto Hook surface on Tackless Tack Strip.

REFER TO ATTACHED DRAWINGS.

Important Notice: The details in this sheet and attachments are provided to the best 
of our knowledge. The contents, however, are not legally binding. In all cases we 
recommend that preliminary tests be carried out by the customer. 

Warning: The molten adhesive and nozzle of the various tools can reach temperatures 
of up to 400°F. and could cause skin burns if used carelessly. Use appropriate 
protective gear when working with this material. Always use in well-ventilated area.

PRODUCT SUMMARY

Dimensions:

Hook Strip: 48” Long x 1” wide x 1/8” thick strips

Loop Roll: 25yd x 2” wide

Color: Black

Materials: ABS, PSA Hook, and Sewn on Loop 

Warranty: 3 Years  

Truly Tackless Tack Strip is 
the safest carpet strips for all 
threshold applications.

Removing traditional nailed tack 
strips eliminates a common safety 
issue with carpet thresholds and 
bare feet. 

Developed, tested and installed 
hook & loop carpet strip in the 
most demanding hospitality 
environments.
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